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Abstract
A signal or a symbol has been sent with conscious. Urban space has signified elements like landmark. Landmarks as references signs orient the people. Landmarks
are defined as an external point of reference that helps orienting in a familiar or an
unfamiliar environment. This study is about to clear out the meaning of landmark
for the city users who have perceived reference point with their memory and perception. In other words, this study is about discovering how the city affects the people
who experience the urban space within semiotic of landmarks in Konya, Turkey. The
method of this study is photo-elicitation to understand how people orient themselves
in moving within urban space considering landmarks. Analysis of interview texts,
there were six different type of landmarks as; city memory-historical, city landscape/
square, high rise/skyscraper, daily life/city usage, personal memory/personal perception, circulation pattern. In this study the semiology of communication studies codes
established by society to produce messages consciously sent and received as signals,
signs and symbols.
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1. Introduction
Landmarks are a kind of signals of urban space. The question is how people orient
themselves in urban space considering reference points. People choose the points in the
city for their orientation. In the city same natural or man-made elements is seen as
signs giving the sense of way finding (Bala Alkan, 2013). In this study landmarks are
accepted as a kind of signals, signs and symbols for communication tools. A signal or a
symbol has been sent with conscious. In the literature concept of semiology can be categorized in groups. The first group is used semiology as a scientific study of communication system namely signs. The second group used semiology as the study of human
DOI: 10.4236/cus.2016.44027 October 25, 2016
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phenomena. In this study the semiology is used signs as well as human perception. The
semiology of meaning works with different phenomena that are not produced purposely as messages (Bala Alkan, 2013). This study tries to discover how landmarks affects people who has a communication with the city. No matter which urban space,
there is two alternative sender as urban community or administrative authority (Mounin et al., 1980). The semiology of meaning works with different phenomena that are
not produced purposely as messages. The architect building as a structure is not doing
so to send a message to the society that will use it. The building is the part of city and
defining urban space quality (Bala Alkan, 2013).
This study is not about the physical or technical structure of the city. This study is
also not about the social, economic, administrational, cultural aspects of the city or
about urbanism dealing with sociology of urban space. The aim of this study is to understand city users perceive reference point in urban space. The method of this study is
photo-elicitation to understand how people orient themselves in moving within urban
space discovering how the city affects the people who experience the urban space within
semiotic of landmarks in Konya, Turkey.

2. Method
In this research all information from the city user has been supplied with camera, video
recording, voice recording and interviewing with photo elicitation. Photo elicitation
methodology has used photography and at the same time tape recorder. Photo elicitation techniques involve using photographs or film as part of the interview
(www.visualsociology.org.uk). In this case the images can be taken special by the researcher with the idea of using them to elicit information. Typically, the interviewee’s
comments or analysis of the visual material is itself recorded, either on audio tape or
video, etc. In their articles Kalin and Yilmaz (2012) refer landmark perception studies
and claimed that:

“In recent years, visual perspectives of vehicle drivers, road traffic and pedestrians
and the role of landmarks in way finding and navigation studies are the most important two topics appearing as central concerns of urban studies related with visual experience of cities.” (Kalin & Yilmaz, 2012).
The studies about landmark for aesthetic perspectives of vehicle drivers contains different field like visual experience, the perception of road traffic not only motor vehicle
but also cyclist and pedestrian (Froment & Damon, 2006; Foltête & Prombini, 2007;
Merriman, 2004; Nikolov, 2008; Robertson, 2007; Taylor, 2003; Zacharias, 2001). The
other group of studies about landmark is for spatial ability in way finding (Cornell,
Heth, & Skoczylas, 1999; Cubukcu & Nasar, 2005; Rossano, West, Robertson, Wayne, &
Chase, 1999; Roger, Bonnardel, & Le Bigot, 2009), The ontology of landmark from various points like creating extensive spatial ability in way finding (Murrieta-Cid, Parra, &
Devy, 2002; May & Ross, 2006; Peebles, Davies, & Mora, 2007), the value in helping
orientation and navigation (Herzog & Leverich, 2003; Herzog & Kropscott, 2004; Klip-
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pel & Winter, 2005; Omer & Goldblatt, 2007; Caduff & Timpf, 2008).
The method of this study is photo-elicitation to understand how people orient themselves in moving within urban space considering landmarks. Thirty participants took
photographs of city centre of Konya and interviewed while viewing their photographs.
Analysis of interview texts focused on meaning of environment that connected participants to their life style, their perception and were organized three overlapping themes:
• signaling the city,
• confirmation of the route,
• personal perception, memories of the built-up environment.

3. Symbolism, Semiology and Urban Space
Symbols are commonly applied to formal iconographic representations. Symbolism
encompasses complex conceptual codes and pictorial representations of a worldview
that operates in multiple levels and scales. They frequently take the form of images,
words, sounds or gestures, and are used to express beliefs, thoughts and theories. Urban
symbolism is commonly associated with the enhancement of formal urban figures, objects or pieces of collection and landmarks (Zappulla et al., 2014). Psychologist and
philosopher Erich Fromm defined three major types of symbols: the conventional, the
accidental and the universal, stating that only the latter two bear the features of symbolic language. The fundamental system of sign types-of an icon, index and symbol—
invented by philosopher and logician Charles Sanders Peirce is known and most
broadly applied in the semiotic practice. Regardless of separate attempts to absorb
them, the discourse of architectural theory has no strict classification, and the term of
symbolism often encompasses icons, metaphors, ideograms and associations (Mankus,
2014). Semiotic is a language to talk about signs. Human civilization is dependent upon
signs and systems of signs, and human mind is inseparable from the functioning of
signs (Morris, 1964). Everything is a sign, or a code. The semiotic system can define the
decoder and encoder. Mostly we are a decoder in daily life. It is difficult to being an
encoder in pass. Signifier, signified and signs creates a communication. Morris (1964)
defines semiotics the interrelationship between the message itself and the recipient of
that message (Figure 1).
The sources of semiology based on two groups:

Figure 1. Semiotic is a language to talk about signs.
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1) The first group is de Saussure (1966) approach of linguistic work. De Saussure
(1966) defines a sign as the signifier and the signified which cannot be separated.
2) The second group the philosophical work of Peirce (1958). Peirce (1958) defines
theory of the signs based upon represent, object and interpreting.
According to Günay (2015), Derrida (1978) argues, the writer of the message ceases
to have any significance once the message has been written, as interpretation is entirely
determined by this interplay between the message and its recipient. Heidegger (1977:
pp. 134-135) explains the modern age as “the conquest of the world as picture”, and the
picture has gained a new meaning that he calls ‘structured image’, through which “man
brings into play his unlimited power for the calculating, planning, and molding of all
things”. It is also true that each historical age has its own concept of greatness, but for
Heidegger (1977: p. 135) when we are talking about the gigantic, “everywhere and in
most varied forms and disguises the gigantic is making its appearance”. Before explaining the city case we should clarify the concept of object, sign, image, symbol and
meaning relation.
Semiotics has been defined simply as the study of signs (Guiraud, 1975). A sign of an
object may simply turn the interpreter of the sign upon the object while at the other extreme it would allow the interpreter to take account of all characteristics of object in
question in the absence of the object itself. A simple red apple can be symbolizing the
human mankind adventure starting from the “sin” with Eva and Adam, or being an
“invention” by falling Newton’s head or communication-information-technology age.
Signs, symbols have the potential of creating new meaning and image (Figure 2).
In study of signs sometimes the meaning is not so universal but changes according to
culture and human experience including geography, history, perception and memories
(Kravchenko, 2006). Semiotic is the science use of special signs to state facts about
signs. Actually semiotic is a language to talk about signs. If you say an American citizen
what “the women in red” reminds to him/her probably they will talk about the comedy
film directed by Gene Wilder in 1984, On the other hand the same expression will remind a Turkish citizen may talk about protests in Istanbul, May 28, 2013 in Gezi Park
(Figure 3). The woman in red has turned as the policeman showers her in pepper spray
at close range become an icon. These images of a Turkish riot policeman using tear gas
against a woman in Taksim Square, as people demonstrate against the destruction of
trees in Gezi Park, became an iconic photograph for the protests in Istanbul, May 28,
2013.

Figure 2. Object, sign, image, symbol and meaning relation.
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A sign of an object may simply turn the interpreter of the sign upon the object while
at the other extreme it would allow the interpreter to take account of all characteristics
of object in question in the absence of the object itself (Kravchenko, 2006). An object or
an event can change a sign or symbol having wider meaning. Morris (1964) defines semiotics as a science among the sciences and an instrument of the sciences. Linguistics,
logic, mathematics, rhetoric and aesthetics have been the foundation of sciences. We
should try and understand the play of signs and get the semantic approach of city
structure (Barthes, 1967). Cities are the manifestation of symbolic worldviews and realities. Symbols, signs and codes are treated in the text as visual figures revealing some
concept, events, ideas and sometimes they turn into traditional or universal meaning
(Mankus, 2014) (Figure 4).
It is very easy metaphorically to speak of the language of the city as we speak of the
language of the cinema or the language of flowers. Barthes’ (1967) writing-particularly
in the essay “Semiology and the Urban” in which Barthes considers the “possibility of a
semiotics of the city”, the city is a discourse and this discourse is truly a language:
• the city speaks to its inhabitants,
• we speak our city,
• the city where simply by living in.
Sometimes we cannot recognize the city when the perception changes. The same city
represent and being as it is but the way of presentation of it totally defines different
images. How to pass from metaphor to analysis when we speak of the language of the
city? (Figure 5)

Figure 3. Images sometimes get the meaning according to culture like in case “The Women in
Red”.

Figure 4. Symbols, signs, codes, events are treated as traditional or universal meaning.
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3.1. Landmarks
Landmark can be a good sign for urban spaces in the cities. Landmark as a word is used
in different fields with referring different concept. Linguists as well as urban planners
defines landmark anything that is easily recognizable. Landmarks generally have defined a country, a culture or a period in the history (Figure 6).
Landmarks are defined as an external point of reference that helps orienting in familiar in a familiar or unfamiliar environment (Heth et al., 1997). Landmarks as external cues play an important role to maintain orientation. Two ways that landmarks are
used seem fundamental. Of all the events encountered along a path, the way finder has
to select cues that can be associated with locations, bearings, or behavioral contingencies (Jansen-Osmann & Wiedenbauer, 2004; Presson & Montello, 1988). In that aspect
landmarks have important roles in the city. Humans acquire spatial knowledge of a new
environmental space—a space, which is not perceivable from one single vantage
point—by travelling through this environment (Appleyard, 1966). This way finding
ability can be accomplished through a variety of means, for example cue based piloting,
path integration, navigation by cognitive maps (Newcombe & Huttenlocher, 2000) or
by guidance instruments like a compass and materials like photos or verbal descriptions
(Golledge, 1997). Humans may also use tactile cues to orientate themselves (Loomis,
Klatzky, Golledge, Cicinelli, Pellegrion, & Fry, 1993).

Figure 5. How to pass from metaphor to analysis when we speak of the language of the city?

Figure 6. Landmarks generally have defined a
country, a culture or a period in the history.
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Kevin Lynch (1960) is one of the well-known researchers who define landmarks as
the point references considered to be external to the observer (Osborne, 2001). According to Lynch (1960) landmarks are simple physical elements which may vary widely in scale. Lynch (1960) in his book also emphasizes on the point mentioned below;
• landmarks become more easily identifiable.
• landmarks generally chosen as significant.
• landmarks are familiar to the citizens, guideless to the citizens,
• physical characteristic of landmarks based on singularity, uniqueness and memorable in the context.
• subjects might single out of landmarks for their cleanliness in a dirty city, newness
in an old city, greatness of size.
• making the elements visible from many locations.
• setting up a local contrast with nearby elements i.e. variation in setback and height.
• location at a junction involving path decisions strengthens a landmark.
• the activity associated with an element may also make it a landmark.
• people who used distant landmarks did so only for very general directional orientation or more frequently in symbolic ways.
• landmarks may be isolated, single events without reinforcement.
• a sequential series of landmarks, in which one detail calls up anticipation of the next
and key details trigger specific moves of the observer, appeared to be a standard way
in which these people traveled through the city (Kuipers, 1982).

3.2. The Function of Landmarks
Landmarks may be defined in a number of ways, whereby one can differentiate between
landmarks as an organizing concept and as navigation aids (Golledge, 1991): As an organizing concept landmarks may serve as a reference point that determines the localization of other points in the environment (Sadalla, Burroughs, & Staplin, 1980), or
serves as a prototype location (Newcombe & Huttenlocher, 2000). Landmarks as visual
objects, which are perceived and remembered because of their shape and structure
(Presson & Montello, 1988) or their socio cultural significance (Appleyard, 1969) may
help to find the way around. Denis (1997) describes the following key functions of
landmarks:
1) Signaling sites,
2) Help for the location of other landmarks and,
3) Confirmation of the route followed.
In an early study, Lynch (1960) classified and marks into strategic and thematic
nodes, paths, boundaries, and districts, and identified them as one key entity for people
to get around in their environment. Further studies showed very well that landmarks
affect the spatial representation and the acquisition of route- and survey knowledge
(Beck & Wood, 1976; Carr & Schissler, 1969; Jansen-Osmann & Wiedenbauer, 2004).
This study is to discover how the city affects the person who experiences it considering
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landmarks. There are several ways to communicate citizen and landmarks are one of
them. In this paper the relation between semiology of landmarks and urban space based
on Konya, Turkey.

3.3. Landmarks in Konya
Konya is one of the oldest settlements in the centre of Middle Anatolia as a crossroads
of different culture and rich space (Figure 7).
Konya is well-known in international milieu with Çatalhöyük settled beyond BC.
7000. Konya can be called an international landmark itself. Konya is special city considering city image and community identity. Although Konya has Mevlana Celaleddin
Rumi well-known thinker all over the world the city is not known its real properties. In
Konya there are important places like Sille where different civilizations met or Kilistra,
the place of first Christians and Rumi the symbol of tolerance.
The Period of Anatolian Seljuk was the resplendent years of Konya considering social, political and spatial aspects. This resplendent condition is seen in every aspect
since Konya was the capital city of Anatolian Seljuk managed by Alaeddin Keykubat
sensitive to art, science and variety of ideas. After Alaeddin Keykubat called Mevlana
and his father to Konya, the attractiveness of the city increased. Popular artist, scientist
and philosophers moved to Konya in that period (Figure 8).
The invitation of Mevlana to human being affects the social and spatial character of
the city. After Mevlana settled Konya city enlarged from city wall. Quarters and streets

Figure 7. The location of case study.
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closed to outside, unrestricted pattern and integrity with rich interior architectural
properties were formed in the outside of the city wall. Konya becomes a social center
and place of pilgrimage with commercial function after Mevlana died. Konya got a
large amount of masterpieces which reflect the understanding of Seljuk’s system, architectural styles, their art and aesthetic value in that period (Figure 9).
In the Middle Age and terms following of Middle Age the characteristics of the city is
interior castle surrounded by Alaeddin Hill and streets formed as ray of beam to Hill.
Alaeddin Hill and Mevlana Museum was the first social, commercial and spatial centre.
Today buildings belong to that period have been stand on. At the end of the 19th century population increased, rapid urban development enlarged the city boundary to fair

Figure 8. The first settlement and landmark of Konya: Alaeddin Hill.

Figure 9. Mevlana Celaleddin Rumi and Sufism is an important phenomenon of Konya.
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and its environment. Mevlana and its environment becomes historical city center. Population, the trade capacity and social changes creates new spaces and buildings. Capitalism, competition and new social values defined construction sector. Skyscraper,
high-rise buildings racing against historical city are constructed and bring new architectural understanding. In this paper architectural products in past and in today will be
examined considering landmarks. Konya has a flat geographic property. Thus all mankind elements could be perceived easily. The old historical buildings, landscape elements and especially high-rise buildings are signaling sites, help for the location and
confirmation of the route followed (Figure 10).
Konya is an ancient city and the capital of Anatolian Seljuks. Konya is growing rapidly, becoming more crowded, high-rise buildings especially hotels, office buildings
have been constructed nowadays. However, regarding the historical background of the
city, these tall buildings can be called bewildered landmark challenging the ancient
Konya (Figure 11).
When we have checked old post cards, calendars and stamps we can call that Konya
is a landmark as itself with Mevlana Celaleddin Rumi and Anatolian Seljuk’s masterpieces as Karatay Madrasah and İnceminare Madrasah from the 12th century (Figure
12).

Figure 10. Tall buildings as new landmarks has competition
with traditional historical landmarks in Konya.
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There are about 25 Seljuk buildings with portal remaining in Anatolia. Some of the
most well-known and beautiful Ancient Seljuks portal is in Konya. One of them is
Karatay Medresse. Karatay Medresse, constructed in 1251, stands to the north of this
hill, and now is a museum which holds the best examples of Seljuk tiles and ceramics.
İnce Minare Medresse like Karatay Madresse is among Konya’s finest and most impressive Seljuk Turkish architectural masterpieces. The Ince Minare Medresse is located on
the west side of the Alaeddin Hill near the Great Karatay Medresse. It’s grand portal,
heavily and completely carved with Seljuk decoration and Kur’anic inscriptions, is
among the finest of all Seljuk grand portals. As in the past Karatay and Ince Minare
Medresse is landmark of Konya (Figure 13).

Figure 11. Bewildered landmark challenging the ancient city.

Figure 12. Old post cards, calendars and stamps give clues about landmark.

Figure 13. İnceminare and Karatay Medresse.
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3.4. Semiotic of Landmarks in Konya with Photo-Elicitation
The method of this study is photo-elicitation to understand how people orient themselves in moving within urban space considering landmarks (Stewart, Liebert, & Larkin
2004). Thirty participants took photographs of city centre of Konya and interviewed
while viewing their photographs. Analysis of interview texts focused on meaning of environment that connected participants to their life style, their perception. Participants
were ten architectural students from Selçuk University, ten tourists around the Mevlana
Museum, the most well-known part of the city, ten city dwellers living in Konya at least
twenty years. The primary method of the study is to contact with volunteers to take
photography according to our comment. A follow-up letter was sent to recruits reiterating instructions on their role as a study participant:
“With your camera, take pictures of places that are important to help your orientation. Focus on the physical elements which are reference point of you while walking or driving. This item may be a huge building or very small sidewalk. The only

thing you should be carefully while deciding these chosen photos should give an
answer one of three questions mentioned below;
• How you recognize that you are in Konya?
• Where do you meet in Konya?
• What is your reference point while going from one place to another?
It is not expected that your places will be the same as another person’s places. The
places you choose to take pictures could be as “simple” as your backyard, the
neighborhood park, the diner in town, your mosque, or whatever place has been
meaningful for you. The places you take pictures could be related to this three
questions. After you are finished taking pictures, send the camera back to us. We
will schedule a time to talk about your special places. After selecting ten photos, we
need your description, feeling, reason to about that selection. During our follow-up discussion, we will ask about the places in your pictures and their importance to you. Thank you for your support.”
We did not put any limitation for defining where the boundaries of Konya as a city.
We asked each participant to take 10 photos according to our question. Each participant was coupled with long interviews, referred to as photo-elicitation. We asked participants to take pictures of reference points of Konya according to them. We did not
make any explanation or definition about landmarks. Students, tourists and city dwellers took pictures and then write description of that picture. From their analysis, we
able to identify places sign. Six different groups of landmarks are defined as;
• Landmark as City Memory-Historical,
• Landmark as City Landscape/Square,
• Landmark as High Rise/Skyscraper,
• Landmark as Daily Life/City Usage,
• Landmark as Personal Memory/Personal Perception,
• Landmark as Circulation Pattern,
The detail of this classification is seen in Table 1, Table 2 and Table 3.
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Table 1. The classification of landmark according to photo-elicitation.
The photoes

The Landmark Of Konya

Student (10)
Photoes (100)

Tourist (10)
Photoes (100)

City Dweller (10)
Photoes (100)

Total amount of the
picture chosen that place

Landmark as City Memory-Historical
Mevlana Museum/Tomb

100

100

100

300

Sultan Selim Mosque

84

90

75

249

Karatay Museum/Medrasa

81

90

73

246

İnce Minare
Museum/Medrasa

75

90

76

240

Aziziye Mosque

6

30

60

96

Aziziye camii

Landmark as City Landscape/Square
Alaeddin Hill

27

60

45

132

Anıt Square

24

69

60

153

Fair

15

63

45

123

Nene Hatun Park

6

0

45

51

Landmark as High Rise/Skyscraper
Dedeman Hotel

51

45

36

132

Rixos Hotel

48

60

30

138

Kule Site

57

60

90

207
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Continued
Landmark as Daily Life/City Usage
Zafer Square

78

75

75

228

Revenue and
Municipality Building

20

5

80

105

Mc Donalds

15

25

27

67

Kibrit Corner

27

0

75

102

Bus Terminal

69

75

72

216

Chamber of Architecture

30

0

0

30

Konya High School

18

39

9

66

Theatre Building

6

3

21

30

Landmark as Personal Memory/Personal Perception
Petek Pastanesi

9

0

9

18

Copy center 99

57

0

0

57

Landmark as Circulation Pattern

3
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Beş Yol (Asıl IceCream)

15

0

42

57

Sille Subway

9

0

51

60

Şefik Can

3

0

24

27
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Table 2. The ratio of symbolic power of landmark according different perception.
The Landmark of Konya

Order

Ratio of landmark for
the Student%

Ratio of landmarks for Ratio of landmarks for Ratio of the landmarks
the tourist%
the City Dweller%
for the total%

Mevlana Museum/Tomb

1

100

100

100

100

Karatay Museum/Medrasa

2

81

90

73

82

Sultan Selim Mosque

3

84

90

75

81

İnce Minare Museum/Medrasa

4

75

90

76

80

Zafer Square

5

78

75

75

76

Bus Terminal

6

69

75

72

72

Kule Site

7

57

60

90

69

Anıt Square

8

24

69

60

51

Rixos Hotel

9

48

60

30

46

Alaeddin Hill

10

27

60

45

44

Dedeman Hotel

11

51

45

36

44

Fair

12

15

63

45

41

Revenue and Municipality Building

13

20

5

80

35

Kibrit Corner

14

27

0

75

34

Aziziye Mosque

15

6

30

60

32

Mc Donalds

16

15

25

27

22

Sille Subway

17

9

0

51

20

Beş Yol (Asıl Ice Cream)

18

15

0

42

19

Copy center 99

19

57

0

0

19

Nene Hatun Park

20

6

0

45

17

Chamber of Architecture

21

30

0

0

10

Theatre Building

22

6

3

21

10

Şefik Can

23

3

0

24

9

Konya High School

24

18

39

9

6

Petek Pastanesi

25

9

0

9

6

4. Results
Landmark can be a good sign for urban spaces in the cities. Landmark as a word is used
in different fields with referring different concept. Sometimes we cannot recognize the
city when the perception changes. The same city represents and being as it is but the
way of presentation of it totally defines different images. Landmarks, references that
become signals, are one of the parts of the communicative way of the city with people.
Landmarks are defined as an external point of reference that helps orienting in a familiar or an unfamiliar environment. The issue of this study is to understand how citizens or city users are communicating with the urban space. In this study the relation
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Table 3. The impression about the landmark.
The photos

Samples from the conservation about the photos

Mevlana Museum/Tomb

Sultan Selim Mosque

Tourist from Argentine, female, banker, 51 years old
“Konya is the land of Mevlana. Mevlana, who thought that everything rotates in the universe,
invited mankind to the devotion of God, hope, love and peace by whirling himself around.
This green cone reminds and sembolize all these properties of Sufism and Sultan Selim
mosque is defining a square with the Mevlana Tomb.”

Karatay Museum/Medrasa

İnce Minare
Museum/Medrasa

Tourist from Bulgaria, male, art historian, 57 years old
“Konya is the capital of Ancient Selcuk’s. Karatay and İnce Minare is one of the magnificent
examples of them. I selected that buildings for the photo because that is why I am here.”

Alaeddin Hill

City dweller, male, teacher, 37 years old
“Hill of Alaaddin is the my reference point while driving or walking. I think it is not today but
also in the past. Since Konya is a flat area, people needed an area safe and in early times the
hill allowed the chance to observe the surrounding area for a sudden attack.”

Anıt Square

Fourth year architecture student, living in Konya 21 years
“We had gathered in Anıt Square for the national ceremonies when we were child. This square
has an image of solemn image in the citizen mind. Anıt Square an intersection well-known by
the citizens.”

Fair

City dweller, male, seller, 47 years old
“My business is very close to that place. I have come that green area often to eat lunch, especially delicious chicken. Fair area was full of idle facilities five years ago. Municipality organized the area as a recreation of the citizens. Now this is a place of call.”

Nene Hatun Park

City dweller, female, housewife, 67 years old
“I am an old woman. All my life goes on in this park and around nowadays. We chat with my
friends, sometimes walk all together in this park. Actually a lot of density and noise around
the park.”
Landmark as High Rise/Skyscraper

Dedeman Hotel
Rixos Hotel
Kule Site

City dweller, male, advertisers, 25 years old
“In the city there are three tall buildings which affect the city silhouette. You can see this
building from all points of the city. You can orient yourself according to those buildings. If
you lost your way, you can understand where you are by following these skyscrapers.”
Landmark as Daily Life/City Usage

Zafer Square

City dweller, male, the owner of the restaurant, 36-year-old
“This is an pedestrian area. Especially young people used this area day and night. My
restaurant and my house is in Zafer so my life is passing here.”

City dweller, female, hairdressing, 29 years old
Revenue and Municipality
“We pay our taxes regularly so we come that building regularly, all buses, tramways passes
Building
from here. This is an intersection point for the citizen.”
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Continued
McDonalds

Kibrit Corner

Bus Terminal

Chamber of Architecture

Petek Pastanesi

Copy center 99

Third year architecture student, living in Konya 5 years
“I took that photos since we meet either McDonalds or Kibrit Corner with my friends.”

Tourist from Germany, male, Computer engineering, 17 years old
“I have not so much money so I get a map when I arrive Konya. I am orienting myself
according to bus terminal using the cheapest way to move.”
Third year architecture student living in Konya 2 years
“I am living in the dormitory close to campus. I have just one link with the city center that is
Chamber of Architecture.”

Third year architecture student, living in Konya 5 years
“I do not like Konya as a city so I prefer not to contact or waste time in this city. However I
orient myself with Petek Pastery I meet with my girlfriend all the time.”
“Sometimes I think that my home is that copy center. Night and day I am with my friend meet
at copy center. That is crazy.”

Landmark as Circulation Pattern

Beş Yol (Asıl Ice Cream)

Sille Subway

City dweller, male, the state officer, 52 years old
“The outsider may not aware of the importance of that main axis but people living in this city
orient themselves according to main streets not only from the map but also from the cognitive
map namely with our experience and memory.”

Şefik Can

between semiology of landmarks and urban space based on Konya, Turkey. The method of this study is photo-elicitation to understand how people orient themselves in
moving within urban space considering landmarks. Thirty participants took photographs of city center of Konya and interviewed while viewing their photographs. Analysis of interview texts focused on meaning of environment that connected participants
to their life style, their perception. When we check the table obtained from photo-elicitation we can get that conclusion;
1) All of the participants (ratio is 100%) had taken the photo of Mevana Museum/
Tomb as a symbolic and meaningful reference. Museum/Tomb is in the collective
memory as a landmark of Konya, even all over the world people heard about Mevlana
Celaleddin Rumi so people had a sociologic link between Konya and Mevlana.
2) Karatay Museum/Medrasa, Sultan Selim Mosque, İnce Minare Museum/Medrasa
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is the second landmark group that may be called having historical background and
having city memory behind. Almost 80% people had taken the photo of that Anatolian
Selçuk’s buildings. Tourists are more conscious about that historical landmark.
3) Zafer Square, Bus Terminal, Kule Site, Anıt Square, Rixos Hotel, Alaeddin Hill,
Dedeman Hotel, Fair, Revenue and Municipality Building is the third group according
to table getting averages more than 50% per cent of average. This open space (Zafer and
Anıt square) and the buildings are in the city life. Students and city dwellers are using
that spaces often. Thus these places have a meaning for the user and they are a reference point of them.
4) The buildings like Rixos, Dedeman, Kombassan Holding and Kulesite has a semiology for Konya. All groups have found that high-rise buildings which effects the city
silhouette.
5) The last group of landmarks is averages almost 14% of averages. When we look at
the phtoes of participant in that group with their story about that photo, we can say
that reference point is just a sign in their mind and memory. Kibrit corner, Sille Subway, Şefik Can Street, Beş Yol (Asıl Ice Cream), Nene Hatun Park is well known for the
city dweller, on the hand for the tourists that places are not recognizable, or have any
meaning. Similarly Copy center 99 and Chamber of Architecture is a sign and have a
meaning symbolically. However, tourists and city dwellers have no idea about that specific point.
People choose spontaneously or officially the points in the city to facilitate their orientation. In the city same natural or man-made elements is seen as signs giving the
sense of way finding. In this study the semiology of communication studies codes established by society to produce messages consciously sent and received as signals, signs
and symbols. A signal or a symbol without doing so on purpose cannot be send. As a
last word, landmarks are references that become signals of urban space.
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